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"That's why we need Little Champ's help. Now it's the time, he should open his mouth
and tell us everything" Si Li told his plan.
"But…Bro…What about his mental condition? Whenever anyone mentioned about
Big Brother and Sister-in-law in front of Little Champ, he always threw the tantrum.
Don't you think, if we repeat that incident, it will affect on his mental condition?" Si
Yan said.
"Exactly…he is right… now that Big Brother is coming back, we shouldn't take risk
related to Little Champ. What will you say to him, if anything would happen to Little
Champ?" Mo Jinnan supported Si Yan.
"With the help of Lu Lan, Little Champ's mental condition is good now. Even I have
talked Dr Chen and I have planned everything" Si Li calmly said.
"But…still…" Mo Jinnan wanted to object.
"If you have any problem, there is the door" Si Li interrupted him and used his chin to
point towards the door and then continued "I don't want to lose him again, so I have to
kill the culprit whosoever he is and as far Little Champ, Mo Jiang had given me the
responsibility of Little Champ, so I will fulfil that responsibility very well".

That 'him', which Si Li referred, was Mo Jiang. Mo Jiang was like a big brother for Si
Li, they both helped each other to remove the loneliness in their lives and saw many
up and down in their lives together.
They trusted each other the most in this world that was why, Mo Jiang gave the
responsibility of Little Champ to Si Li instead of Mo Jun and Mo Jinnan.

Mo Jiang and Si Li understood the loneliness after losing their mothers, so Mo Jiang
believed that Si Li would help Little Champ to recover from loneliness, after all, even
Little Champ had lost his mother as well. In fact, Si Li fulfilled his responsibility
towards Little Champ very well.

Even though, both Si Li and Little Champ didn't show anything affection towards each
other on the surface, but still, they cared about each other very much.

The best example was the time, when Si Li was in the coma and Little Champ was
very upset, as he didn't want to lose his father again and when Si Li woke up from the
coma, then Little Champ was constantly nagging Elder Si to take him to the hospital so
that he could meet his father.
Even though, now Little Champ spent most of his time with Lu Lan, but still, it didn't
affect his love for Si Li and Mo Jinnan understood this thing.
"Fine, I am with you" Mo Jinnan helplessly said. He knew that no one could stop Si Li,
so it would be better to support him instead of criticizing him.
"Bro… I also want to help you" Si Yan said with determination.
Seeing that Si Li always looked for Mo Jinnan whenever Si Li needed help, Si Yan felt
envy of Mo Jinnan. He also wanted to help his brother and wanted to take appreciation
from Si Li.
However, Si Yan didn't know that Mo Jinnan had also the face this kind of envy when
Mo Jiang always looked for Si Li whenever Mo Jiang needed help.
"You can't help us. If your mother gets to know about this she would break your legs"
Mo Jinnan rejected Si Yan.
Exactly, Madam Si and Si Li had an agreement that Si Yan would never help Si Li in
his business, whether it was related to Si Corporation or Underworld Business. Even
Madam Si agreed to sacrifice Si Yan's inherit, she didn't want any money and power
because she understood that life was more important than money and power.
However, Si Li still transferred 5% shares in the name of Si Yan and Madam Si, as
shares wouldn't help them to control the Si Corporation, but still, they should have
some amount of assets in their name, as they were the part of Si family, so it was their
right.
"Wrong, I need his help," Si Li said.
"Really bro…" Si Yan got excited. Finally, he could help his brother. He also wanted
to help Si Li in all the things, but his mother and Si Li never allowed him.

Si Li nodded"Hmmm… help your sister-in-law for Little Champ's birthday party and
make sure all the arrangement should be same like Missus had arranged for Little
Champ's birthday, three years back. Understand?"
Si Li always addressed Liu Juan as Missus instead of Sister-in-law.
"Okay, I will do this" Si Yan happily said and showed a mischievous smile to Mo
Jinnan.
Mo Jinnan ignored Si Yan, he knew that Si Yan felt envy of him.
After Si Li explained his planned to three of them and distributed their jobs. Si Li was
determined to kill the culprit before Mo Jiang would wake up, otherwise, Si Li
wouldn't be able to show his face to Mo Jiang.
However, whether Si Li would be able to find the culprit or not, time would tell…
After Si Yan left, Si Li and Mo Jinnan discussed about Mr Jack, as it was time to send
Mr Jack to the hell…
Mr Jack was from the USA underworld, where Si Li and Mo Jinnan didn't have any
connection. As only Europe and Asia came under Si Li, so it would take time to finish
their mission, but Si Li was determined to complete it.
"I want to come with you" Mo Jinnan suggested.
Si Li and Mu Che looked at him. They understood that Mo Jinnan was planning to
stabilize his position in the USA as well. However, USA Underworld was advanced as
compared to Europe and Asia because of their technology and power of weapons and
whosoever wanted to enter in their Underworld, most of them were killed in the entry
level itself.

